Handprint Easter Lily Bouquet of Flowers: Easter Crafts for Your Children
Here you will find an adorable Easter Lily craft idea for your kids. Not only is it super fun to create, but it will also become an
Easter Keepsake. Your children will use their own handprints to make an Easter Bouquet. Find out with the instructions that can
be found below.
CRAFTS MATERIALS NEEDED
Chenille ‘pipe cleaner’ wires: 1 yellow, 3 green
Chenille stem for ribbon, or curling ribbon
Tape
Scissors
Crayon, pencil or marker
White or pink construction paper

1 – Trace your youngsters hand onto the white paper
using a crayon or pencil, cut out as many as you want for the lily blooms.

2 – Roll the handprint vertically to form a funnel shape,
secure the side with clear tape.

3 – Roll each finger down
to form the curls of each bloom.

4 – Cut the yellow pipe cleaner to approx. 3 inches each.
Loosely curve the yellow piece to form a ‘U’ shape.
Wrap the top of a green pipe cleaner at the bottom of the ‘U’.
Curl the ends of the yellow cleaner to form the center of the bloom.

5 – Insert the completed green stem into
the center of the bloom and pull through.

6 – Gather the flowers and wrap the pink pipe cleaner
once around the stems to fasten.
Then make one loop for the ribbon and wrap around,
repeat for 2nd loop.

7 – These make great surprises for MOM!

Spring tulips - for this craft you will need: a printer, markers or crayons, scissors, drinking straws-paper or plastic (preferable
paper) and a hole-puncher that a straw can fit through the hole it makes. First color the tulip flowers and the tulip leaves.
Carefully cut out the flowers, leaves & vase. When you cut out the vase, cut the outsides dots first. Fold the paper in half & match
up the sides of the vase. Hold up the paper to the light helps to line up the vase shape. Cut the vase out & glue the outer edges.
Next, the tulips need to be folded back & forth like an accordion. Use the hole-puncher to punch a hole in the center of the folder
paper. Push the straw through the holes. If you have green pipe cleaners from last week’s rose craft, you can use them in place of
the straws. Happy Easter!

Print this page then fold in half. Hold the page up to the light to match the edges. Cut out both pictures at 1 time because the page is folded. If that’s too hard, cut one egg
shape at a time. Match up the shapes then glue together. Color the chick inside and color the outside too like a decorated Easter egg. On the next page, there are 4 egg
groups to cut out & decorate. It will be easier to cut out all 4 groups 1st, match up the edges on each & glue together, then cut out & color. Happy Resurrection / Easter Day!

This craft requires
toilet paper rolls,
green & color
construction papers,
pencil, scissors &
glue.
Size up green
construction paper to
fit around 1 or 2
paper roll & glue at
the long end. Using
color paper, trace
your hand then with
supervision from
mom, cut the
handprint along the
line drawn. Make 2
cuts on each side of
the top of the paper
roll and fit your
handprint into the
slots; your fingers are
the pedals. To add
leaves, cut the shape
below & color green
& glue to the roll like
in the picture.

This craft requires small paper plates, green
paper straws, yellow pipe cleaners or green
paper rolled up tight & glue or tape. You
can paint or color the small paper plates.
When the plates are dry, grasp a plate in
your hand, roll tight at the bottom of the
plate, and remember to leave a space for
the stem to fit through & keep the top
open. Glue or tape the rolled plate at the
bottom, see the picture above then put a
yellow pipe cleaner into a green straw or
rolled up green paper. Slide the stem into
the plate opening allowing the yellow pipe
cleaner to show. Place in the vase above for
an Easter bouquet.

